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The random vortex method RVM of Chorin _is been developed by the
University of California - Berkeley to compute turbulent, reacting,
[[ recirculating f)ows,ref. I. The RVII method models turbulence from fi_qt
principles, tracking the vorticity and obtaining the interaction of vorticit M
with the bulk flo_t field. A computer prograra has been produced called MI_OC, h
" Hodeling the Interface Hotion of Combustion, which ccn be used to calculate the
reacting flou field beninn a rearward facing step, ref. 2
Several comparisons between experimental data and calculations have been
made, refs. 3-4. The RVM method computes qualitatively good results, but the
quantitative agreement as yet is not completely satisfactory. Much of the
difficulty may be caused b_ the treatment of boundary conditions and the
_ techniques used for obtaining statistical averages of velocitles and turbulence
quantities. For the rearward facing step the computed re_ttachm.ent length
equals the experimental value as shown in figure i. However the reverse
velocity in the recirculation zone is over predicted by 300 percent, figure 2.
:'_ In th_ calculations, a uniform entrance velocity was assumed with no boundary
_ layer at the step lip. This high velocity moy be overdriving the reverse flow (
region. The profile shown in figure 2 is the worst agreement obtained. Figure l
3 shows that the time steps u_ed to obtain _he statistical average also is •
important. _s the calculation continues, stationary values should be obtained } ..
for the mean values, but the averages mu_t be taken over the time of several Ila ge scale vortex sheddings. !
In house calculations are being conducted to look at the comparison
between the turbulence quantities and the exp-rlmental values.
I
Recent calculation_ by llsiao, ref. _, show much better agreement between !
computations of the mean velocities and experimental data, figure _. Hslao has i
included the inlet passage within the calculation domain. The statistical {
" quantities are not in good agreement, figure B, but the averages were computed
over only 20 time steps.
<" The results from the RVH method have been very encouraging and much can be
learned through continued study of the calculation method.
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Figure l. Comparison of reattachment length, from
tel'. 3.
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Figure3 Comparisonof mean velocityprofileat HT . I/3 and Re . 104
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Figure 5. Streamwise turbulence intensity profiles, from :_ '
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